Abstract
Introduction
Filament winding is an important factor for industrial applications, which is used in various industrial fields. As an example, fiberglass reinforced plastic (FRP) products are widely used for its quality, high strength, corrosion resistance, long life and a series of advantages in the industrial sectors. There have been many articles dealt with computer controlled filament winding system control, but it is rarely associated with control algorithms [1] . Control algorithm used mostly is the PID (including intelligent PID) algorithm. Some famous FRP equipment manufacturers glass winding machine also use PI algorithm. The FRP winding system is located as servo system, and requires speed regulation, parking, and restart at any time during the whole process requiring accurate tracking performances; otherwise there will be duplication of yarn or loose destruction phenomenon which will seriously affect the product quality. PID algorithm and its adjustment process can not restrain inevitably overshoot and the time lag, which obviously can not meet the requirements [2, 3] . This paper proposes an adaptive algorithm for multivariable coordination control based on the experience of winding machine development recent years in China, proved to be a better control algorithm and completely solved the problem of rapid adaptability in servo system.
Principle and function demands
Computer control system composed of FRP winding is shown in figure 1 . For the mandrel, it is used for fixing the winding mold; reducer machines' output shaft is connected with the mandrel axis in rigid form and the input shaft is connected to the AC variable speed motor by drive belt; optical encoders are used for spindle speed detection and the position of the moving vehicle, which is fixed on the BLDC motor; the BLDC motor drives the feed mechanism (not shown) constituting a current and speed dual loop system; the vehicle moves back and forth to make the yarn pieces arranged evenly on the mandrel for winding; the output of motor torque is transmitted through the reducer to drive the chain wheel and then drag the vehicle along the guide way. At the two ends of the mandrel, the vehicle experiences slow down, stop, reversed acceleration and uniform motion process. Throughout the process, the workers can operate on the platform through the potentiometer at any time to adjust the spindle motor speed or stop, start, requiring the vehicle to accurately tracking and glass fiber yarn arrangement does not appear the overlap and gaps.
The FRP winding mold rotates around its own horizontal axis by uniform speed rotation movement. The guide-wire frame installed vehicle moves back and forth at a certain ratio requirements along the level of mandrel; the yarn pieces will be arranged along the mandrel's shell wrapped around regularly, so that the shell and the mandrel head are with cross wounded fibers of the realization of its angle generally 45°-75° [4, 5] . Each winding is characterized by cross-fiber dimensional yarn pieces are corresponding to a cut point of polar hole on the circumference, and the same direction adjacent slices are phased between each other instead of intersection, thus in different directions the yarn pieces intersected.
The FRP winding process and the winding rules must be combined closely with the structure. As the product structure is of different shapes and sizes, the yarn pieces winded on the surface of the mandrel are arranged by different rules (also known as line style), so the guide-wire frame and mandrel have different relative movements with strict speed ratio relations. When the guide-wire go and return one time, the mandrel should rotates more or less one angle (the width of the corresponding mandrel yarn pieces correspond to the circle angle); two standard lines lap well, neither overlap nor leave gap from the seam, evenly and continually covering the mandrel surface. 
Common Control Principle
The reference adaptive control block diagram is shown in figure 2 . In the figure, the system input is given as 
. And the system error is 
Model Reference Adaptive Controller by Intelligent Fuzzy Immune PID Algorithm
Suppose the multivariable system can be described as follow state equation:
To be more simply, suppose the activation and inhabitation are all imposed on the B cells, so the immune feedback theory can be described as that the activation effect on the B cells equal the difference between the activation of Th cells and the inhabitation of Ts cells [6] :
Let the k th generation antigen is 
. The feedback control algorithm can be shown as follows
which is called as immune controller. And if we use the fuzzy control algorithm for substituting the nonlinear function ) ( f , the ultimate fuzzy logic immune nonlinear PID controller's discrete forms can be derived:
its nonlinear part can also be derived by fuzzy controller. Let the input and output variables of fuzzy controller are the fuzzy values of ) (k u  and )) ( ( k u f  which can be described as positive (P), zero (Z) and negative (N). The most remarkable excellences of fuzzy control is that it can obtain control object based on less control rules without depending on accurate model of the controlled object, keeping strong robustness and deal with the nonlinear system with large time delay and inertia. Therefore, it is very common to using the fuzzy based control or combined control scheme for industrial processes. The fuzzy controller used in this paper is typically divided into the following three parts [7, 8] . 
  ，
). We use the association of Z membership function, S membership function and triangle membership function to denote the membership of in/output language varieties.
2) Inference: The applied fuzzy rules can be shown as follows:
Among these fuzzy rules, Zadeh fuzzy logic AND operation is adopted and by computation the
The gravity centre method is used to calculate the output of fuzzy controller. In (6),
can ensure the negative feedback control. And if
=0, the fuzzy immune PID controller is the same as the linear PID controller.
Simulation and Design of
When considering the PID controller output as the amount of antigens, according to the above analysis, the immune PID control algorithm is as follows:
, the immune PID controller shows negative feedback, and it shows positive feedback when
. To make sure the system stable, the control must be negative feedback control. Hence, there is an upper limit of the factor  to ensure the stability of the control system. So only if  satisfied the following equation:
for all k, which can be guaranteed with the stable state of the PID controller.  is the output of system. Finally, the parameter combination is selected circularly to cross verify it and compute the performance index P until the search stop to get the optimal parameter combination (  , K ).
Parameters Definition
Based on the parameters models of fuzzy immune PID controller, it is difficult to derive the parameters of K, ki, kd and  . The immune algorithm is a simulation of biological immune system commission made of a parallel distributed random search global optimization law without requiring any initial information and only in accordance with the fitness function value to realize global search Simulation and Design of Adaptive Control for Filament Winding Multivariable Process System Zheng Li, Hongbo Jin by the immune operator. Therefore, applying it to the fuzzy immune PID controller parameters optimization is feasible.
Control results and analysis
In the previous section, the intelligent fuzzy immune PID controller for the system has been developed. In this section, it is tested on the simulation model. The overall structure of the controller is described in figure 4 . In the figure, two separate subsystems are concluded with on shown in this figure for concise. With our real production experience, some key parameters data have been measured. In the simulation the fuzzy immune self-tuning PID control compares to the traditional PID control. The initial values of Kp1, ki1, kd1, Kp2, ki2 and kd2 in the fuzzy immune self-tuning PID control are respectively equal to the traditional PID parameters as 20, 0.1, 10, 20, 0.2, and 10 respectively. The finally chosen values for Kp1, ki1, kd1, Kp2, ki2 and kd2 are 43.6, 0.065, 13.2, 52.5, 0.08, and 15. Practice shows that the presented control strategy for the FRP and filament winding machine speed tracking control is very economical and efficient. Both to ensure the accuracy of filament winding line of control, whilst maintaining the vehicle becomes entangled within the process of dynamic performance, the efficiency of the system can be improved. Similarly, in other automation equipment and vehicle speed tracking control, especially for the use of different drag-axis program, change of the model parameters, non-linear control object and uncertainties are more disturbed systems, can use the method as described in this article.
The simulation results illustrating the control performances can be shown in figure 5 (a) to (c). Figure 5 (a) shows the winding mandrel rotation velocity tracking with desired signal by proposed control algorithm, which is changed at 12.5s to slow down from 500 r/min to 200 r/min. It can be seen the tracking curves is mainly coincided with the desired signal with negligible errors. In figure 5 (b) and (c), the moving displacement of vehicle and its tracking error in the dynamic signal tracking process are clearly shown. The desired and actual curves agree well, with maximum error value of 0.2 at the starting and breaking point, which is easily acceptable in application. The simulations show the validity of proposed control strategy.
Conclusions
plastic winding system with controlling the motion of winding mandrel and vehicle, and simulation results were derived. To ensure the control reliability and rapidity, based on the fuzzy frame, the fuzzy immune PID algorithm was adopted. The results show that the presented fuzzy immune PID control scheme for multivariable process system can reach satisfied performance by playing full roles of fuzzy and biological immune feedback advantages with strong robustness and satisfied dynamic performance. This sample application also shows the potential applications for multivariable process control system with simple and effective features. It is expected that the presented method can give a reference for further development of advanced control schemes of multivariable process control system of industrial applications. 
